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Chairman’s
Message
Welcome to the Issue 20 of Seeker, and also a new face
on the GAGB committee. Dax (daddyanddude) has left
the committee after about a year and Sharon (sharant)
has joined us. Thanks to Dax and welcome to Sharon.
I am pleased to say that the new GAGB website
was launched in March and one of the key
elements of it is an advanced GLAD (GAGB Land
Agreements Database) with filters (http://gagb.co.uk/
landagreements.php). Sharon has taken on the role
of GLAD Manager, but we have decided to split the
country into regions with the aim of having more
local contact with landowners and setting up new
agreements. If you have negotiated an agreement
and would like it added to the database or would like
to help as a regional contact then please get in touch
with Sharon (GLAD@gagb.org.uk).
Another addition to the website is the new format
events calendar. In the past we have had to manually
enter each event, however Cass and Richard have
been working together and we now have a fantastic
events calendar and list that is easily updated with just
a few clicks. If you haven’t seen it please have a look
http://gagb.co.uk/events.php and http://gagb.co.uk/
events_calendar.php
A reminder about the GAGB annual CITO weekend
on 13th & 14th September. We will be promoting
the non-litter side of CITO and with your help, I
hope we can exceed the 37 published events for the
Groundspeak CITO weekend in April. So start having
a think of places in your area that could do with some
help that will also be a benefit to geocachers in the
future.
Keep up with the latest GAGB news on GAGB
Facebook Page, Twitter and in the GAGB forums and
get in touch if you would have a memorable cache
story that you would like published in Seeker.
Jen
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nanos
The importance of DNF-ing
If you’re just starting out on the
geocaching journey, DNF stands for Did
Not Find. It’s a log type to reflect the
fact that your search for a geocache was
unsuccessful; you can’t get all of them all
of the time.
And yet, some folk find it embarrassing
to log a DNF, as if the failure insults their
capabilities...but, think about it, you
can’t find something that isn’t there.
So, let others know about it. Sure, if
you didn’t find it because you only gave
it two minutes, or there were hordes
of muggles about, then that’s not the
same as searching thoroughly and still
not finding it. Even then, as you’ll know
if you’ve tried searching for a fake grass
cache, you can be standing next to it,
and still not see it. So, DNF doesn’t
always mean that it isn’t there, just that
you didn’t find it.
But what you also need to know, is that
a DNF log can transform into a “Found
it!” The log type doesn’t mean you’ve
given up, it means, well, that you didn’t
find the geocache—this time. A DNF also
means that you care about the game.
When you log a DNF, you’re telling
geocachers that the geocache may be
more difficult to find than anticipated, or
may even be missing. You’re also letting
the geocache owner know that they
may need to double check that their
container can still be found at the posted
coordinates.
It’s a small way to help ensure the
quality of geocaching. Plus, you can
always go back and search again. Who
knows, maybe this time you’ll be lucky
and log a “Found it!”
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Launched
After much checking, testing,
re-checking, re-testing, changes,
modifications, new thoughts,
tweaks, twiddling and a modicum
of bad language, the new GAGB
website has now been launched.
We hope you like it...and welcome
any information about how the site
works for you.
www.gagb.org.uk

Weather to cache?

Don’t let bad weather
take you by surprise
A sudden change in the weather,
from whatever the evening news
weatherman promised, can ruin
a geocaching weekend. You
need more specific and localised
information, and, especially if
you’re heading for our National
Parks and hilly areas, you can get
this information from the MetOffice
website, while a 5-day forecast that
you can customise, is also available.
The MetOffice also produce their
own app for weather forecasts,
although ‘Weather Live’ is proving
very popular and available both for
iPhones and Androids.

Keep track of your
trackables!
An interesting and useful site to
give you an overview of where your
trackable items are and the different
countries they have visited.
www.geotastic.com\geotribes

Just seeking advice

Not a week goes by when the Committee doesn’t receive a
request for advice and/or information about geocaching.
Most requests are fairly straightforward, and come from the
broadcasting media, but a couple recently were intriguing to
say the least. Shropshire Museums Service asked if someone
could go to Shrewsbury to give a short presentation on how
geocaching could be used to promote their museum service.
Another came from a UCL student (Master’s second year)
whose final thesis topic was about heritage fostering using
augmented reality.
Both requests were dealt with, as ever, promptly, although
it did take a while to understand what the second one was
about. Turns out they were looking for creative solutions to
grab people’s attention, to encourage them to visit places they
haven’t been before.

Want to print your
own log books?
Geocaching in
the Outer Isles of
Scotland
In spite of being one of the
most remote of the UK’s
geocaching destinations,
the sparsely distributed
geocachers of Harris and
Lewis have developed
their own website – www.
westernislescaching.co.uk
– in an endeavour, led by
Les Ellingham (cankita),
to encourage geocachers
to visit these remote and
beautiful islands. There are
currently 72 caches on the
islands, including 2 on the
even more remote islands
of St Kilda. Bon chance!

Download logs you can print
out for yourself from the GAGB
website, here.

Can you convert?
It may not always be necessary, but
from time to time we need to convert
from one form of co-ordinates to
the degree and decimal minutes
used for geocaching. Mathematically
minded folk can no doubt do these
calculations in their head. But for the
rest of us, there is an easier way – use
www.megalithic.co.uk/bng.html – to
convert to WGS84.

Podcasting – catchy
but not contagious!!

Find out what’s happening out and
about by visiting the Podcast Show at
www.thepodcacheshow.com – one
of a number of similar sources: there’s
a wealth of information, news and
gossip there, all produced on a regular
basis.
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Geohounding...

Train your dog to do the finding: Chequerdog (Linzi and Dan) explain
a big game with it. You will not need to
repeat this many times before the dog will
enthusiastically search out hidden objects.

Wilf and Reg: All images © Linzi & Dan (Chequerdog)

Have you ever tried searching for caches
with your dog? Most dogs that like a
game, especially Gundogs and Terriers,
are good at finding cache containers. It
is not difficult to train a dog to find a
given scent as long as the dog responds
to rewards, but the difficulty with
geocaching is that there are very few
specific scents except for Tupperware,
perhaps. You can however train your dog
to locate articles bearing human scent, or
those that are simply alien to the natural
environment.
A dog’s sense of smell is truly fantastic but
you have to bear in mind that there are
limitations such as location, i.e. where the
container is not accessible, or where
it has not been found or disturbed for
an extended period.
The basic training method is to
hide objects on a walk without your
dog’s knowledge. When your dog is
introduced to the area, the natural
tendency is for the dog to show
interest or investigate the ‘foreign’
object. The trick is to reward your
dog immediately when it shows
interest, ideally delivering its toy
onto the hidden object and have
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You will need to think up a command
that you give the dog as a trigger to start
searching, for example use the word—
‘Where?’—as you set it to search. As with all
training, consistency is fundamental, so you
must use the same command said in the
same way as a trigger for the dog to search.
Once your dog understands the game, you
will then need other people to hide objects
or, failing this, use disposable plastic gloves
to handle the objects that do not belong to
you and which do not have your scent on
them. There is no value in teaching your dog
to search for your scent when ultimately you
want your dog to search for caches placed
out or handled by others.
Our dog Reg has been a professional
search dog for nearly nine years and as he
approaches retirement, he has taken to
finding caches as a hobby. We have been
fortunate that his much younger brother
Wilf has copied Reg and we have not even
had to train him.
This is just a very brief explanation of how
to get your dog assisting you to find caches,
something that can be great fun for you and
your Geohounds.

Church Micro 5000
O

n Saturday 1st March a
group of 49 geocachers
from Essex and Suffolk headed
down to the great city of
Chichester in Sussex on a coach
trip organised by Hollyncharlie.
The purpose of our trip was
to visit Church Micro 5000 at
Chichester Cathedral. A nice,
and slightly rare requirement
of this particular church micro
multicache was that you had
to go inside of the cathedral
to collect the clues to find the
final.

This magnificent cathedral was completed in 1108 and dedicated to The Holy
Trinity. The Church Micro 5000 Multicache
clues take you on a tour around the
inside of the cathedral and to some very
interesting locations. As soon as we
arrived in Chichester we headed inside and
we were all bowled over by the size of it.
Beautiful stained glass windows lined the
walls. There were tombs, sculptures, and
paintings covering the entire inside. The
cathedral has some very fine Norman and
Gothic architecture and also has two very
unique features: A free standing medieval
bell tower and double aisles. There are also
two rare medieval sculptures and modern
tapestries, sculptures and stained glass.
There is just so much to see...and it is also
free to enter.

All images: © Cass Flowers

The location of the final cache is also a
really lovely location, however I won’t
give that away! We certainly weren’t
disappointed with our visit to Chichester
cathedral and Church Micro 5000. It was
an absolutely fabulous church choice for
this massive milestone in the very popular
church micro series.
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Have you been

Sidetracked?
Terry Marsh asks the question

I’m always getting sidetracked; if it’s not one thing, it’s
another. It’s a wonder I ever get to where I’m going. So it was
with an element of concern that I noticed a geocaching series
– SideTracked. Hmmm...this could spell trouble.
My first effort at finding one came while I was romping around the
Rhinogs in Wales, and took time out to look for the one at Dyffryn
Ardudwy (GC1ABH6). It was a DNF, but in my defence, I was supposed
to be heading for the summit of Y Llethr, not spending time looking for
caches; so it didn’t get the attention it deserved.
Much closer to home, it took four attempts to locate the one at Lostock Hall (GC2QZ95); I’m sure someone
knew I was going and had got there first and moved the cache until I’d given up. But I got there in the end, and
today have little fear of SideTracked caches.
The series has been running for over 6 years now. It’s basic idea is that if we can have a series of Motorway
Mayhem, and it’s Welsh version, A-Road Anarchy, then why not provide a series of quick cache-and-dashes
near train stations? Set up originally by Melissa (bikermel76) in 2007, since January 2013, the series has been
administered by Chris aka bus.stop. He has gone on not only to update the original website, but to introduce a
Sidetracked Series Newsletter.
The latest information about the series is that no fewer than 55,958 geocachers have made 196,400 Finds on
the 1,780 caches in the series. Most of these are in the UK, but, amazingly, third on the list is Lithuania (34),
then Germany (19), and the US (18). There are even SideTracked caches in Belarus, Denmark, Netherlands,
Sweden and Switzerland. Farthest away? Two caches in New Zealand.
To help celebrate the 6th anniversary of the SideTracked Series, on 10th August 2013, there was a unique
souvenir to add to your geocaching.com profile page.
Everything you need to know about the series, can be found on http://www.sidetrackedseries.info. But, be
warned, like the Church Micro series, you can easily get SideTracked. Good luck.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
aMorecambe Bay Walk: 19 July 2014

11am prompt from Arnside (GC4X920).

aPiratemania 7: 25-26-27 July 2014
Cartmel Racecourse, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11 6QF
Main Event Day Saturday 26th July (GC4NCX1)

aUK Mega Event: Ayrshire and Arran: 2 August 2014
Ayr Racecourse, 2-6 Whitletts Road, Ayr KA8 0JE (GC4HBG4)
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Use ‘em,
or lose
‘em!
On a recent visit to the Isle of Skye, I
failed to find a particular cache, close
by a waterfall, and I decided it had gone
missing. But, on the way back to the car, my
wife stopped for a ‘technical adjustment’,
and ‘Lo and Behold!’ found the cache about
100m from the GZ, out in the open. We
did the right thing, and put it back where
it belonged. But not all wayward caches
are so fortunate. Some are windswept or
tidalised during the winter months, and
end up miles from the original placement.
Some are brutalised by marauding gangs of
sheep; others fall foul of our foxy friends.

So it’s a good idea to have them clearly labelled, with a contact number that will
enable the finder to get it back to the rightful owner.

That’s what the GAGB labels do; the contact number being ours. Hardly a week
goes by that we’re not asked to track down the owner of a wandering cache, and
the label always helps, especially if it also contains the cache GC number.

You can order supplies of labels by email to gagbcommittee@gagb.org.uk. They
cost 60p each, or 5 for £2.50, plus P&P. Payment can be by PayPal or bank transfer.
Terry Marsh (countrymatters)
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Geocaching on MULL

Terry Marsh looks at a developing trend

To many, probably most, of us, geocaching is a pleasurable pursuit, something infinitely
preferable to sitting in the house on a lovely day, whatever the time of year.
But for some time, organisations like the National Trust, and some educational establishments, have seen
geocaching as a way of developing interest in their aims and objectives, of making school lessons more
interesting. So it wasn’t a surprise when I learned how some commercial and social establishments were
quick to realise that geocaching was a way of promoting their business, without actually contravening any
of the guidelines imposed by Groundspeak.
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Geocaching on Mull

F

FOR THE PAST FEW MONTHS
I’VE BEEN working with the Mull
and Iona Community Trust and the Forestry
Commission (Scotland) to develop geocaching
on the Isle of Mull, and what surprised me
more than anything was the readiness with
which landowners gave consent for caches
to be placed on their land—although, as you
might expect, there have been a few exceptions
(deer stalking is big business here). It doesn’t
require much surface scratching to realise
why: in order to get to the caches, you have
to pass holiday cottages, gift shops; cafés and
tourist attractions. For them, it’s a form of free
advertising, even though nothing on the cache
page gives any mention of whatever it is that
you have to pass–well, maybe it would be a bit
odd if you didn’t mention a fairly substantial
and obvious castle, but generally, there is no
mention of whatever the facility or service is.
After all, you can count of
the cache

logs
to do that.
Most recently the GAGB was approached
by the Museums Service in Shropshire who
wanted someone to visit them to give a short
presentation on how geocaching might be used
to encourage greater use of museums. It’s not
the first time this has happened, and I can’t
help thinking that this is just the thin end of the
wedge.
As for Mull, well, a combination of the
Community Trust, Forestry Commission and
Holiday Mull, have been successful in attracting
grant aid to develop geocaching in wooded
areas of the island, using what is known as the
Seedcorn Fund of the Forestry Commission
(Scotland). Until this began, the number of
caches on Mull was low. There were a few
excellent EarthCaches, mostly placed by
Fungimanforager (Tony Martin), whom I first
met while waiting for the tide to recede so
that we could get into Spar Cave EC on Skye.
Elsewhere on Mull you will now find just
under 30 caches that I’ve placed myself,
as part of the Geocaching Mull Project
(www.geocaching-mull.co.uk), to go
with those that were already there. New
caches have recently been placed by the
project members themselves, and this
will increase throughout 2014, targeting
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around 100 caches eventually (well over half
way already), and so making the island a
more attractive destination for a geocaching
break: and, at the time of writing, the
possibility exists to hold the first Geo-Event
on Mull later this year, probably September.
Mull is a place of extravagant scenery, high
mountains, lakes, rivers, forests, woodlands,
abandoned villages (including the ancestral
home of actor David Tennant), gorgeous
coastline and islands (in 2010, I placed 10
caches on the adjacent, small car-free island
of Ulva, and I’d love to put a magnetic cache
on the 5-minute ferry, but Groundspeak
won’t allow this at the present time).
In 2013, I was back placing caches and
creating EarthCaches around the area known
as Treshnish, including a D5/T5 cache inside
a cave–if you don’t get there before I next
return, you’ll have to go even further into
the cave to get it, as I intend to move it
deeper (but still within daylight). You’ll find
a few drive-bys (not many), and other cache
groupings that invite a lovely day’s walking.
What you won’t find are caches every 162
metres, and I can think I can safely say
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that every cache you will find on Mull has
individual appeal for its scenic, historic or
cultural significance. One of the key elements
in the ethos of Geocaching Mull is to have
some measure of quality control. So, unless
you live within the approved radius, any new
caches will need a local maintainer, and they

Geocaching on Mull

won’t endorse caches that cannot
be satisfactorily maintained.
So, Mull is certain to be a Quality
Cache environment; come and see
for yourself. Of course, it means
that now I have to make repeat
visits to Mull......!

GETTING TO MULL
Mull lies off the west coast of Scotland, opposite
the town of Oban, from where there are regular
car ferries to Mull, arriving Craignure, operated by
Caledonian MacBrayne (www.calmac.co.uk). Oban
itself is accessible by rail from Glasgow, via Crianlarich.
Although there is public transport on Mull,
the only way to get around for geocaching
purposes is either by car or on a bike.
The main town, Tobermory, is a little over
20 miles from Craignure, but it can take the
best part of an hour to make the journey,
mainly on single track roads with passing
places.
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Peak Design’s Capture Pro Camera Clip
By Cass Flowers (*geocass*)

When I’m out Geocaching I love to take photos of
the scenery, wildlife and anything interesting or
bizarre that I bump into along the way. Compact
cameras and the cameras on smartphones are
quick and convenient, but I find that I can’t take a
really good photo unless I use my DSLR. So I trundle
along the footpath with my GPS hanging around my
neck and DSLR doing the same. They both regularly

knock together and it’s a real annoyance! I could, of
course, keep my camera in my rucksack, but that isn’t
particularly convenient and means I might miss shots
or simply not bother with them.
I did some research into whether I could buy
something to make my DSLR easily accessible when
hiking, but not hanging around my neck and came
across Peak Design’s (http://peakdesignltd.com)
Capture Pro Camera Clip (https://peakdesignltd.
com/store/?c=clips). This allows you to “Mount your
camera on any strap or belt” and certainly sounded
like it was just what I wanted!
There are a few versions of the clip, the main two
products being “Capture Camera Clip” and “Capture
Pro Camera Clip”. The Standard clip can be directly
attached to any Arca tripod. The Pro clip comes with
three different quick release plates: Arca, R2 and
one for slim-body (Compact) cameras. It’s also made
solely from aluminium. The main reason that I chose
the Pro version, however, was that it has a tripod
14 Seeker May 2014

mounting hole on the back so it can be screwed into
any tripod without having to fiddle around removing
the QR plate from the camera as the plates it is
available for don’t fit my current tripod.
First impressions of the clip when I removed it from
the packaging were that it was very well made and
appeared to be very strong. Installation was easy. I
simply screwed the provided QR plate onto the base
of my camera and tightened it with the Allen key that
was provided with it. I then screwed the clip onto the
strap of a rucksack and it was ready to use.
I’ve used the camera clip for four long geocaching
walks with it attached to my rucksack. I find it very
sturdy and have no fear of my camera falling out of
the clip. When bending down to retrieve very low
geocaches (e.g. those at the base of bushes) you do
need to be careful that you don’t hit your camera
on anything though. After walking for a while with it
on my shoulder I hardly noticed it was even there. It
may, however, be more noticeable you have a heavier
lens attached.
Overall, I’m
very pleased
with my
purchase.
I am now
encouraged to
take my camera
out Geocaching
more and I am
very happy with
some of the
shots that I’ve
captured. The
product itself is
quite expensive
(£70) for what
it does, but it
does the job
well and was
exactly what I was looking for.

Getting started
with GSAK
Cass Flowers *geocass* explains how
Using GSAK to “Get Geocaches”
Since GSAK version 8, GSAK has been “linked” to geocaching.com and
allows direct access for downloading caches for premium members. The
wonderful thing about this is that this means you are able to download
6,000 caches a day directly from geocaching.com into GSAK and this
has no effect on how many pocket queries you are allowed to download
each day.
Along with this you will find that you have a much nicer interface to use
in order to select which geocaches to download. There are some other
advantages to using this method:
• You can use a map to accurately outline the area to retrieve caches
from.
• This retrieval method will also download data on how many favourite points caches have so you
can quickly sort for the best caches in an area.
• You can initially download up to 30 logs per cache (instead of just 5 that pocket queries give)
To use GSAK to directly download geocaches:
1. Click the ‘Geocaching.com access’ menu along the top, to the left of ‘Help’.
2. Click ‘Get Geocaches’
3. Under ‘Reference’ click either ‘Circle’ or ‘Rectangle’.
4. Click the ‘Google Map’ button.
5. Position and resize the shape so that it covers the area that you wish to retrieve geocaches from - it’s
restricted to 50km, but in some parts of the country that would contain far more than the 6,000 caches
you can download; so use a smaller area.
6. Click the ‘Return Coordinates’ button near the bottom of the map
7. You can further customise the retrieval by selecting whether to exclude disabled caches, found
caches, certain cache types, certain container sizes, certain difficulty/terrain ranges, etc.
8. Once happy with the settings click ‘OK’
9. GSAK will communicate with Geocaching.com and eventually download all of the caches in your
chosen area. These will go into the default database in GSAK on your machine.
What next?
Connect your GPS to your computer. Once it’s connected, go into GSAK: all the existing caches in your
database should now display.
1. Go to ‘GPS’ on the top menu bar.
2. Select ‘Send waypoints’. This opens a small screen ‘Send Waypoints to GPS’. Ensure that ‘Use defaults’
is selected.
3. Select ‘Send’, and all the caches in the database will be sent to your GPS...job done!
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Members discounts...
www.ukgeocachers.co.uk

UK geocachers are happy to offer GAGB

members a 5% discount on their products. In
order to obtain your discount, you need to email
UKgeocachers and set up an account, so that the
discount is applied to each order.

Geotees: For geocoins,
travel bugs, caches and more.
We can also have your own
coins or tags made for you to
your design. Please visit us at
www.geotees.co.uk where
GAGB members enjoy a 5%
discount. To get your discount, open an account,
then PM or email me (Mongoose39uk) through the
GAGB website before you place your order. This
only needs to be done once, the discount will then
be applied to all future orders.
Cicerone
Press are pleased

to offer GAGB
members a discount
of 20% on all Cicerone titles purchased online at
www.cicerone.co.uk.
All members need to do to claim the discount is
to add the voucher code ‘GAGB’ on the shopping
basket page of the Cicerone website.

NE GEOCACHING SUPPLIES are happy to

offer GAGB members a 5% discount on their wide
range of geocaching products – see
www.negeocachingsupplies.co.uk.
The relevant discount code is available
from the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB
forums.
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Cotswold Outdoor offer GAGB
members a 15% discount.
More detail and the discount
code are available from the
Members’ Chat section of the
GAGB forums.

Pulse72Geocaching are happy to offer
GAGB members a 10% discount on their wide
range of geocaching products – see
www.pulse72geocaching.co.uk.
The relevant discount
code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of
the GAGB forums.

GeocacheKit are pleased
to be able to offer all GAGB
members a 5% discount
on all items on the website
www.geocachekit.co.uk.
Including geocoins, trackables,
readymade caches and much
more.

The discount code is available from the Members’
Chat section of the GAGB forums.

Base of Tree geocaching supplies are
happy to offer GAGB members a 5% discount on
all geocaching supplies.
Visit their website for details, and obtain the
relevant code from the Members’ Chat Section of
the GAGB Forum. http://baseoftree.com.

